A-Entry

- Experience epic adventures on our full wall projector setup. We cater to everything from *The Bachelor* to *Game of Thrones*.
- Get your blood pumping with awesome sports like rock-climbing, surfing, snowboarding/skiing and soccer.
- A entry’s mascot is the Alpha Dog. New freshmen are called “Alpha Pups.”, that awesome nickname you always wanted, but never had …
- We sample a variety of foods, even those that don’t start with “p” and end in “a”.
- We have representatives from all corners of the globe.
- Come drop by one of our study breaks and grab some fro-yo, milk and cookies or any other cravings we are satiating at the moment.
- Fast facts: High rise (13th – 15th floors), 5 coed suites, one all girl’s suite, 32 rooms.

Some of A entry’s awesome women.

Hangin’ 10 after shredding the gnar.

Classing it up in the Infinite.

Our annual Thanksgiving feast.